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FeatureType 
value

Definition Publications might contain this type 
under headings/titles of:

Remarks

activity asks the reader to apply ideas from the 
body text to formulate solutions or to 
prove the concepts

exercise, practice, assignment, activity, 
action points

may overlap with caseStudy; 
decide based on business 
need

caseStudy situations or events, real or hypothetical, 
that illustrate, amplify, or argue themes 
and ideas in the body text

case study, project, scenario, tale, Real 
World Scenario, situation, vignette, case 
extract, project case

may overlap with profile; 
decide based on business 
need

concept captures concrete data and abstract 
ideas for mastering understanding of the 
body text in which presented

concept, principles, hypotheses, rules, 
highlights, points, industry practice 

WileyML elements 
mathTheorem and 
mathDefinition should be used 
within math texts

definition one or more pairs of term and definition 
visually separated from body text

example illustrates the application of the ideas 
presented in the body text; is contextual 
and would make little sense when 
removed from the main body

example, report, sample document, 
model, questionnaire

may overlap with caseStudy; 
decide based on business 
need

extract use for text passages with a title or 
subheads that are borrowed directly 
from other sources 

extracts and quotes with complex 
formatting

general content set off from the main body text 
and that varies in purpose but has a 
single visual representation for the 
reader

mixed use sidebars with free-form titles; 
material titled or captioned "Exhibit"; 
various, miscellaneous, boxed text

note "asides" to the reader to provide further 
direction or clarification

contains one or more notes, text notes, 
special notes, notes to 
instructor/facilitator, auditor note, See, 
See Also, websites, reference to ancillary 
files, resources

other content set off from the main body text 
that is not served by any of the other 
types

procedure steps or a process to complete a task or 
project or produce a result, in paragraph 
or list format

procedure, how to, techniques, how to do 
it

profile biographic information about a person, 
place, organization, or thing

profile, bio, company profile, author 
profile, executive profile

may overlap with caseStudy; 
decide based on business 
need

recipeNote any kind of note or box that is associated 
with a particular recipe

serving suggestion, wine suggestion

tip gives the reader useful direction to better 
apply or use information presented in the 
main body text

contains one or more tips, hints, special 
tips, motivational tips, helpful hints

warning alerts the reader of possible danger to or 
loss of information or well-being

warning, caution, alert

worksheet stand-alone forms and documents that 
may be used separately from the book

worksheet, student activity, planning 
sheet, empty form, has title text 
“Worksheet ...” or "Student Activity"
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Do not use 
Feature styles 
for:

Instead use the WileySD style: Publications might contain this 
content under headings/titles of:

Remarks

epigraphs Epigraph, EpigraphSource
simple extracts ExtractPara, ExtractAttribution, 

ExtractListBulleted, 
ExtractListNumbered

any extract with a title or 
headings must use Feature 
styles

short quotes or 
pull quotes

Quote, QuoteSource

start-of-chapter 
highlights or 
outline in 
paragraph or list 
format

ChapterFeaturingList, 
ChapterIntroductionPara

Chapter Highlights, In This Chapter, 
Preview of Chapter, Outline

special end-of-
chapter sections

AnswersHead, BibliographyHead, 
DiscussionHead, EndnotesHead, 
ExercisesHead, FurtherReadingHead, 
KeyConceptsHead, KeyTermsHead, 
ProblemsHead, QuestionsHead, 
ReferencesHead, ReviewHead, 
SummaryHead

Key Concepts, Discussion, Problems, 
Review, etc.


